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ABSTRACT
“Cloud” computing – a relatively recent term, builds on decades of research in
virtualization, distributed computing,utility computing, and more recently networking,web
and software services. It implies a service orientedarchitecture, reduced information
technology overheadfor the end-user, great flexibility, reduced total cost ofownership, ondemand services and many other things.This paper discusses the concept of “cloud”
computing,some of the issues it tries to address, related researchtopics, and a “cloud”
implementation available today.
Keywords:
“Cloud” computing, virtual computing lab,virtualization, utility computing, end-to-end
quality ofservice.
INTRODUCTION
“Cloud computing” is the next natural step
in the evolution of on-demand information

time now, but the term became “popular”
sometimeinOctober 2007 when IBMand
Google announceda collaboration in that
domain.

technologyservices and products. To a
large extent,cloud computing will be based

This paper discusses the concept of “cloud

on virtualizedresources.Cloud computing

“computing, some of the issues it tries to

predecessors have been aroundfor some

address, related research topics, and a
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“cloud” implementation available today.

organizational constraints, and shifting the

This

and

scientist’s and engineer’s effort away from

components of “cloud” computing. Also ,

information technology development and

this paper describes an implementation

concentrating

based on Virtual Computing Laboratory

engineering research. Cyber-infrastructure

(VCL)technology. VCL has been in

also increases efficiency, quality, and

production use at

reliability by capturing commonalities

paper

discusses

concepts

it

on

scientific

and

among application needs, and facilitates
NC State University since 2004, and is a
suitable

vehicle

for

dynamic

the efficient sharing of equipment and
services.”

implementation of almost any current
“cloud” computing solution.

Today, almost any business or major
activity uses, or relies in some form, on IT

A key differentiating element

of a

successful information technology (IT) is
its ability to become true, valuable, and
economical
infrastructure.

contributor
“Cloud”

to

cyber-

computing

and IT services. These services need to be
enabling and appliance-like, and there
must be an economyof-scale for the totalcost-of-ownership to bebetter than it would
be without cyber-infrastructure.

embraces cyber-infrastructure, and builds
upon decades of research in virtualization,

Technology

distributed computing, “grid computing”,

enduserproductivity

utility computing, and, more recently,

technology-drivenoverhead. For example,

networking, web and software services. It

unless IT is the primarybusiness of an

implies a service-oriented architecture,

organization, less than 20% ofits efforts

reduced information technology overhead

not

for

flexibility,

primarybusiness should have to do with IT

reduced total cost of ownership, on

overhead,even though 80% of its business

demand services and many other things.

might be conductedusing electronic means.

Cyber-infrastructure

Service-oriented Architecture

“Cyber-infrastructure makes applications

SOA is not a new concept, although it

dramatically easier to develop and deploy,

again

thus expanding the feasible scope of

attention in recentyears. Examples of some

applications possible within budget and

of thefirst network-based service-oriented

the

end-user,

greater

directly

hasbeen

needs

to

improve

and

reduce

connected

receiving

to

its

considerable
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architecturesare remote procedure calls

an ability to audit processes, data and

(RPC), DCOMand Object Request Brokers

results,i.e., collect and use provenance

(ORBs)

information.

based

on

the

CORBA

specifications. A morerecent example are
the

so

called

“Grid

Computing”

Component-based

approach

is

characterized by reusability (elements can

architectures and solutions.

be

re-usedin

other

workflows),

In an SOA environment, end-users request

substitutability

an IT service or an integrated collection of

implementations

such services at the desired functional,

veryprecisely

quality and capacity level, and receive it

available,

either at the time requested or at a

replacementmechanisms

exist,there

specified later time. Service discovery,

ability

and

brokering, and reliability are important,

substitutions,etc.),

and services are usually designed to

scalability (abilityto readily extend system

interoperate, as are the composites made of

component pool andto scale it, increase

these services. It is expected that in the

capabilities of individualcomponents, have

next 10 years, service-based solutions will

an extensible and scalable architecturethat

be

can

a

major

information
functions

vehiclefor
and

at

organizational

delivery

other

both
levels,

IT-assisted

individual
e.g.,

of

and

software

(alternative
are

easy

specified

to

insert,

interfaces

are

runtimecomponent

to

verify

is

validate

extensibility

automatically

and

discover

newfunctionalities and resources, etc.),
customizability(ability

to

customize

generic features tothe needs of a particular

applications, web-based services, personal

scientific

domain

andproblem),

and business “desktop” computing, high-

andcomposability(easy

constructionof

performance computing.

more complex functional solutions using
basiccomponents, reasoning about such

Components

compositions,etc.).

There

are

other

The key to a SOA framework that supports

characteristics thatalso are very important.

work flows is componentization of its

Those include reliabilityand availability

services,an ability to support a range of

of the components andservices, the cost of

couplings

the

among

workflow

building

blocks, fault-tolerance in itsdata- and
process-aware service-based delivery, and

services,

security,

totalcost

ownership, economy of scale, and so on.

of
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In the context of cloud computing we

most of them as integrated solutions.

distinguishmany

of

Scientificworkflows merge advances in

and

these two areasto automate support for

components:

categories
fromdifferentiated

undifferentiated

hardware,

togeneral

purpose

specialized

software

and

andapplications,
“images”,

to

to

real

and

virtual

environments,to

no-root

differentiated resources,to workflow-based
environments and collectionsof services,

sophisticated scientificproblem solving.
A workflow can be represented by a
directed graph of data flows that connect
loosely andtightly coupled and often
asynchronous processing components. One
such graph is shownin Figure . It illustrates

and so on.

a Kepler-based implementationof a part of
Workflows

a fusion simulation workflow.

An integrated view of service-based

In the context of “cloud computing”, the

activities isprovided by the concept of a

key questions should be whether the

workflow.

underlying infrastructure is supportive of
the work-flow oriented view of the world.

An ITassistedworkflow represents a series
of structuredactivities and computations
that arise ininformation-assisted problem
solving. Workflowshave been drawing
enormous attention inthe database and
information

systems

research

and

development communities. Similarly,the
scientific

community

has

developed

anumber of problem solving environments,

This includes ondemandand advancereservation-based access to individual and
aggregated

computational

andother

resources, autonomics, ability to group
resources
“clouds”

from
todeliver

potentially
workflow

different
results,

appropriate level of security and privacy,
etc.
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sensors and personal cell-basedaccess

Virtualization

devices, the driving technology behind the
Virtualization is another very useful

next waive in IT growth.

concept. Itallows abstraction and isolation
of

lower

levelfunctionalities

underlying

hardware.

portability of

higher

and

Not surprisingly, there are dozens of

Thisenables

virtualizationproducts, and a number of

level

functions

small and largecompanies that make them.

andsharing and/or aggregation of the

Some examplesin the operating systems

physical

and

resources.The

virtualization

software

applicationsspace

are

concept has been around insome form

VMware, Xen – an open sourceLinux-

since

based

1960s

e.g.,

in

IBM

product

developed

mainframesystems. Since then, the concept

Sourceand

hasmatured considerably and it has been

products, tomentiona few. Major IT

appliedto all aspects of computing –

players have also shown arenewed interest

memory,

in the technology e.g., IBM,Hewllet-

storage,processors,

software,

Microsoft

byXen-

networks, as well as servicesthat IT offers.

Packard,

It is the combination ofthe growing needs

Classicalstorage players such as EMC,

and

the

recent

Sun,

RedHat).

inthe

IT

NetApp, IBMand Hitachi have not been

that

is

standing

still

nowbringing the virtualization to the true

network

virtualizationmarket

commoditylevel. Virtualization, through

with activity.

architectures

and

advances

Intel,

virtualization

solutions

either.In

addition,

the

isteeming

its economyof scale, and its ability to offer
very advancedand complex IT services at a

Research Methodology

reasonable cost,is poised to become, along

The general cloud computing approach

with wireless andhighly distributed and

discussedso far, as well as the specific

pervasive

computing

devices,such

as
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VCL implementationof a cloud continues a

CloudWorkflowprovenance

number ofresearch directions, and opens

structure, form,evolution of the

some new ones.For example, economy-of-

workflow itself

scale and economicsof image and service
System

constructiondepends to alarge extent on

O/S,

these images, not only within a cloud,but

of

compiler

versions,loaded

libraries, environment variables,

also among different clouds. Of special
construction

Environment)

provenance – systeminformation,

the ease of construction and mobilityof

interestis

(or

etc.

complex

environmentsof resources and complex

Open challenges include: How to collect

control

provenanceinformation in a standardized

images

including

forthose

resources,

workflow-orientedimages.

and

seamlessway and

with

minimal

Temporal and spatial feedback large-

overhead

scaleworkflows may present is a valid

integrated provenance recording;How to

researchissue.

a

store this information in a permanentway

considerable amountof meta-data, some

so that one can come back to it atanytime,

permanently attached to animage, some

– standardized schema; and How topresent

dynamically attached to an image,some

this

kept in the cloud management databases.

logicalmanner – an intuitive user web

Underlying

that

is

Cloud provenance data, and in general

–modularizeddesign

information

to

the

user

and

in

a

interface:Dashboard .

metadatamanagement, is an open issue.

Some other image- and service-related

The

practicalissues involve finding optimal

classificationwe

use

divides

provenance informationinto
Cloud

Process

image

provenance

–

dynamics ofcontrol flows and their
progression, executioninformation,

andservice

optimizationof

composites

imageand

and

environment

loading times.There is also an issue of the
image portabilityand by implication of the
image format. Giventhe proliferation of

code performance tracking,etc.

different virtualization environmentsand
Cloud Data provenance – dynamics

the

of

file

standardizationof image formats is of

locations, application input/output

considerableinterest. Some open solutions

information, etc.

exist or are underconsideration, and a

dataand

data

flows,

variety

in

the

hardware,
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number of more proprietarysolutions are

years, securitytends to be a moving target

available already.

and a lot of challengesremain.Direct
comparisons with existing solutionsare

For example, VCL currently uses standard
imagesnapshots that may be an operating
system,hypervisor and platform specific,

lacking at this point. However, thecost of
service

construction,

maintenance

andcommonality definitely plays a role.

and thusexchange of images requires
relatively complexmapping and additional

Figure shows utilizationof the VCL seat-

storage.Another research and engineering

orientedresources by day over the last 4

challenge issecurity. For end-users to feel

years.Currently, the average number of

comfortablewitha “cloud” solution that

bladesparticipating on the single-seat side

holds their software, dataand processes,

is over 200,however, initially it was in the

there should exist considerableassurances

40-ies. The overallnumber of reservation

that

reliable

transactions coveredby the graph exceeds

andavailable, as well as secure and safe,

200,000.A much more agile re-distribution

and thatprivacy is protected. This raises

of

the issues ofend-to-end service isolation

possible since wehave all the necessary

through

and

meta-data, but we are notexercising that

VLANs, and the guaranteesone may have

option right now. This is illustrated in

that the data and the images keeptheir

Figure.

services

VPN

are

highly

andSSH

tunnels

the

resources(perhaps

nightly)

is

integrity in the “cloud”. Some of the
workbeing done by the NC State Secure
Open

SystemsInitiative

involveswater-

marking of theimages and data to ensure
verifiable integrity.

It is not clear that this may be a costsavingmeasure. Another option is to
actuallyreact to the rising issues with datacenter energycosts and turn off some of the
equipment duringthe low-usage hours.

While NC State experience with VCL is

There are issues theretoo – how often

excellentand our security solution has been

would one do that, would thatshorten

holdingup beautifully over the last four

lifetime of the equipment, and so on.
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Domain–

the

K-20

and

continuing

education –would be expected to:
The most important Cloud entity, and the
principalquality driver and constraining

a. Support large numbers of users that

influenceis, of course, the user. The value

rangefrom very naive to very

of a solutiondepends very much on the

sophisticated (millions

view it has of itsend-user requirements and
user categories.

b. of student contact hours per year).
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c. Support construction and delivery

algorithms and software andso on. They

of contentand curricula for these

must be experts in specialized areassuch as

users. For that, thesystem needs to

networks, computational hardware,storage,

provide

low

support

and

toolsfor

level

middleware,

operating

thousands of instructors, teachers,

systemsimaging, and similar. In addition to

professors,and others that serve the

innovationand

students.

“cloud”

development

functionalities,they

of

new

also

are

responsible for keepingthe complexity of
d. Generate

adequate

content

diversity, quality,and range. This
may require

many hundredsof

the framework away from thehigher level
users

through

judicious

abstraction,layering and middleware.

authors.
Authors
e. Be reliable and cost-effective to
operate andmaintain. The effort to

Service

maintain

be

individualbase-line “images” and services

although

that may beused directly, or may be

the

relatively

systemshould
small,

authors

are

developers

introductionof new paradigms and

integrated

into

morecomplex

solutions

aggregates

and

workflows

mayrequire

considerable

a
start-up

developmenteffort.

of

service
byservice

provisioning and integration experts. Inthe
context of the VCL technology, an
“image”is a tangible abstraction of the
software stack. It incorporates

Developers

a. any base-line operating system, and

Cyber-infrastructure developers who are

if

responsiblefor

scalability, a hypervisorlayer,

development

and

maintenance of theCloud framework. They
develop and integratesystem hardware,
storage,

networks,

b. any

virtualizationis

desired

application

needed

middleware
thatruns

on

for

or
that

operating system

interfaces,administration and management
software, communicationsand scheduling
algorithms,

servicesauthoring

tools,

workflow generation andresource access

c. any end-user access solution that is
appropriatee.g. web, RDP, VNC,
etc.
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Images can be loaded on “bare-metal”, or

Authors must be component(base-line

intoan operating system/application virtual

image and applications) expertsand must

environmentof choice. When a user has the

have good understanding of the needsof

right tocreate an image, that user usually

the user categories above them in the

starts with a“NoApp” or a base-line image

Figure. Some of the functionalities acloud

e.g.,Win XP orLinux without any except

framework must provide for them are

most basic applicationsthat come with the

imagecreation tools, image and service

operating system, andextends it with

managementtools, service brokers, service

his/her applications. Similarly,when an

registrationand discovery tools, security

author

tools, provenancecollection tools, cloud

constructs

composite

images(aggregates of two or more images

component

we call environmentsthat are loaded

mapping tools, license managementtools,

synchronously), theuser extends service

fault-tolerance and fail-over mechanisms

capabilities

and so on.

of

VCL.

Anauthor

can

aggregationstools,

resource

program an image for sole use onone or
more hardware units, if that is desired,or
for sharing of the resources with other

It is important to note that the authors, for
themost part, will not be cloud framework
experts,and thus the authoring tools and

users.

interfaces mustbe appliances: easy-to-learn
Scalability

is

achieved

through

a

and easy-to-useand they must allow the

combinationof multi-user service hosting,

authors to concentrateon the “image” and

application virtualization,and both time

service development ratherthan struggle

and CPU multiplexingand load balancing.

with the cloud infrastructure intricacies.
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hypervisors),

Service Composition

to

collections

of

imageaggregates (environments, including
Similarly,

services

integration

and

provisioningexperts should be able to
focus

on

creationof

composite

and

orchestrated solutions neededfor an enduser.

They

sample

and

combine

existingservices and images, customize
them, updateexisting services and images,
and developnew composites. They may
also be the front fordelivery of these new
services e.g. an instructorin an educational
institution, with “images”being cloudbased in-lab virtual desktops), theymay
oversee the usage of the services, and
maycollect and manage service usage
information,statistics,

etc.

This

may

require some expertisein the construction
of images and services, but,for the most
part,

their

work

interfacingwith

will

focus

on

end-users

and

on

provisioning ofwhat end-users need in

highperformancecomputing
images

clusters),

withsome

andworkflow-based

restrictions,

services.A

service

management node may use resourcesthat
can be reloaded at will to differentiate
themwith images of choice. After they
have

beenused,

these

resources

are

returned to an undifferentiatedstate for reuse. On the other hand, an “Environment”
could be acollection of images loaded on
one or more platforms.For example, a web
server,

a

databaseserver,

and

a

visualization application server, or a highperformance cluster. Workflow imageis
typically a process control image that
alsohas a temporal component. It can
launch

anynumber

of

the

previous

resources as needed andthen manage their
use and release based on anautomated
workflow.

their workflows. Their expertise may
range from workflow automationthrough a

Users

variety of tools and languages,to domain

undifferentiatedresources can be given

expertise

understandwhat

root or administrativeaccess rights since

aggregates of services, if any, theend-user

those resources are “wipedclean” after

needs,

end-user

their use. On the other hand, resourcesthat

accountingneeds, and to worrying about

provide access to only some ofits virtual

inter-,intra-

partitions, may allow non-root cloudusers

needed

to

to

management

and

orchestration

of

extra-cloud
andengagement,

service
to

only:

of

for

images

that

example,

load

a

onto

z-Series

provenance data analysis. The need may

mainframemay offer one of its LPARS as

range from “baremetal” loaded images,

a resource. Similarly ,an ESX-loaded

images

platform may be non-rootaccess, while its

on

virtual

platforms(on
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guest operating system imagesmay be of

task

complexity,

desired

schedules

root-access type.

andresource constraints. Solutions should
not ruleout use of any network type (wire,

End-users

optical,wireless) or access mode (high

End-users of services are the most

speed and lowspeed). However,VCL has

importantusers. They require appropriately

set a lower bound onthe end-to-end

reliable andtimely service delivery, easy-

connectivity throughput, roughlyat the

to-use

support,

level of DSL and cablemodem speeds.

information about theirservices, etc. The

Atany point in time, users’ work must be

distribution of services, acrossthe network

secureand protected from data losses and

and across resources, will dependon the

unauthorizedaccess.

end-users

Conclusions

interfaces,collaborative

may

range

from

singleseatdesktops (“computer images”)
that maydeliver any operating systemand
application appropriateto the educational
domain, to a groupof lab or classroom
seats

for

support

of

synchronousor

asynchronous learning sessions, one or
more

servers

educational

supportingdifferent

functions,

groups

of

coupledservers or environments e.g., an
Apacheserver, a database server, and a
workflow managementserver all working
together to supporta particular class, or
research

clusters

computing clusters.

andhigh-performance

“Cloud” computing builds on decades of
researchin

virtualization,

distributed

computing,utility computing, and, more
recently, networking,web and software
services.

It

architecture,

implies

aservice-oriented
reduced

informationtechnology overhead for the
end-user, greatflexibility, reduced total
cost of ownership, on-demandservices and
many other things. Thispaper discusses the
concept of “cloud” computing,the issues it
tries to address, related researchtopics, and
a “cloud” implementation based onVCL

Airo International Research Journal
Volume XIII, ISSN: 2320-3714

technology.

Our

October, 2017

experience

with

VCLtechnology is excellent and we are
working onadditional functionalities and
features that willmake it even more
suitable for cloud frameworkconstruction.
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